The use of computational models in drug development has grown during the past decade. These model-informed drug development (MIDD) approaches can inform a variety of drug development and regulatory decisions. When used for regulatory decision making, it is important to establish that the model is credible for its intended use. Currently, there is no consensus on how to establish and assess model credibility, including the selection of appropriate verification and validation activities. In this article, we apply a risk-informed credibility assessment framework to physiologically-based pharmacokinetic modeling and simulation and hypothesize this evidentiary framework may also be useful for evaluating other MIDD approaches. We seek to stimulate a scientific discussion around this framework as a potential starting point for uniform assessment of model credibility across MIDD. Ultimately, an overarching framework may help to standardize regulatory evaluation across therapeutic products (i.e., drugs and medical devices).
Quantitative modeling and simulation methods have become increasingly applied to facilitate drug development and regulatory decision making. These model-informed drug development (MIDD) approaches enable the prediction and understanding of drug pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharmacodynamics. In regulatory applications, they have been routinely used to optimize dosing, provide supportive evidence for efficacy, inform clinical design, and guide regulatory policy. 1 In some instances, quantitative models have served as primary evidence, proving especially useful when clinical trials are not feasible or ethical. 1 Overall, MIDD can be used to expand and accelerate patient access to safe and effective treatments.
A key aspect to the appropriate application of modeling and simulation in drug development and regulatory evaluation is ensuring model credibility. The term credibility refers to trust in the predictive capability of a computational model (hereafter referred to as "model") for a particular context of use. Several best practices for establishing confidence in specific quantitative models have been recommended. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Although best practices and regulatory experience have been used to develop guidance for long-standing MIDD approaches [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , other emerging approaches lack guidance. There is, however, no consensus among modeling and simulation approaches or regulatory authorities on how to establish or assess the credibility of a model for regulatory purposes.
An overarching framework for modeling and simulation in regulatory decision making was proposed for drug development. 12 However, there is additional need to consider an expanded framework that provides steps for establishing and assessing model credibility for regulatory decisions, perhaps irrespective of the therapeutic product (i.e., drugs or medical devices) being evaluated. Lack of a consistent evidentiary framework and variable interpretation and use of terminology in describing credibility assessments may hinder clear communication and understanding of regulatory expectations.
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) published a standard that could be used by industry and regulatory agencies to assess the credibility of computational models used for medical device applications. 13 The standard does not prescribe specific activities or define criteria required to establish model credibility for a particular context or application. Acknowledging the range of potential applications of modeling and simulation, the standard instead provides a risk-based evidentiary framework for determining the rigor of evidence needed to rely on a model to inform decisions, assessing the adequacy of activities used to establish credibility, and evaluating overall model credibility. Although this framework was developed to assess medical device models, including physiological, engineering, and physics-based models, we hypothesize the framework could be translated to MIDD.
To this end, we applied the ASME framework to physiologically-based PK (PBPK) modeling and simulation as an illustrative example with the goal of stimulating a discussion about the utility of such an approach (or an alternative overarching framework) to standardize regulatory evaluation of a variety of models used in drug development.
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF THE RISK-INFORMED CREDIBILITY ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK
Key concepts of the risk-informed credibility assessment framework are presented in this section. To ensure clarity, terminology defined in the ASME framework are used herein. A list of these definitions is provided in Table 1 . A conceptual representation of the framework is presented in Figure 1 .
Concept 1: State question of interest
The first step in applying modeling and simulation to support regulatory decisions is defining the question of interest. The question of interest presents the key question, concern, or decision of the study or development program. As such, the question of interest may be broader than the intended use of model.
Concept 2: Define context of use
The context of use (COU) describes how the model will be used to address the question of interest, i.e., the specific role and scope of the model. The COU should include a description of additional data sources that will also be used to inform the question of interest (e.g., clinical data). In our experience, ambiguity in the question of interest and COU can result in (i) reluctance to accept modeling and simulation in a given drug development or regulatory review scenario or (ii) undesirably protracted dialogue between drug developers and regulators on the data requirements needed to establish model credibility. It is, therefore, critical to unambiguously and explicitly state the question of interest and how the proposed modeling and simulation approach will address it.
Concept 3: Assess model risk
Model risk is decided by (i) the weight of the model in the totality of evidence for a given decision, i.e., model influence; and (ii) the potential consequences of a wrong decision, i.e., decision consequence. Model influence and decision consequence are shaped by the COU, thus enabling model risk to be case specific.
Concept 4: Establish model credibility
Model credibility should be commensurate with model risk. As such, model risk drives the selection of credibility goals and activities. Credibility goals include desired qualitative or quantitative outcomes (e.g., prespecified acceptance criteria) based on scientific rationale. Credibility activities include verification of the software code and calculations, validation of the model using comparator studies, and evaluation of the applicability of validation assessments to the COU. Verification and validation (V&V) activities, including applicability, are divided into a total of 13 credibility factors ( Table 2) . The description and the rigor of the assessments described for each credibility factor are case specific as they depend on the COU and model risk, respectively. V&V activities and goals (i.e., acceptable outcomes) can be defined in a plan and executed to establish credibility.
Concept 5: Assess model credibility
Upon completion of credibility activities, an assessment can be made to determine if the model is sufficiently credible, considering the COU, risk, credibility goals, V&V results, and other knowledge acquired during the process. Based on the credibility assessment, a model may or may not be accepted for a given regulatory purpose. If, for example, the level of model credibility passes a bar for acceptance for a given COU, the model may be used for the proposed regulatory purpose (e.g., waiving a clinical trial; informing prescription drug labeling). If, however, the model credibility is not sufficiently established for the level of model risk, several outcomes are possible: (i) the model could be downgraded in terms of model influence, necessitating additional lines of evidence to support a regulatory decision; (ii) more data may be needed to increase the rigor of credibility activities or augment the model's output; (iii) the COU can be deemed 
Decision consequence
Significance of an adverse outcome resulting from an incorrect decision
Model influence
Contribution of the computational model relative to other contributing evidence in making a decision
Model risk
Possibility that the computational model and the simulation results may lead to an incorrect decision and adverse outcome
Question of interest
The specific question, decision, or concern that is being addressed Validation Process of determining the degree to which a model or simulation is an accurate representation of the real world
Verification
Process of determining a model or simulation represents the underlying mathematical model and its solution from the perspective of the intended uses of modeling and simulation Terms and definitions are specified from the American Society of Mechanical Engineers verification and validation 40. 13 unacceptable relative to the model's credibility and would therefore be rejected or need to be revised.
APPLICATION OF THE FRAMEWORK TO PBPK MODELING AND SIMULATION
In the following sections, a PBPK model will be used to illustrate the application of the risk-informed credibility framework. Key aspects of the framework, including defining the COU, assessing the model risk, and establishing credibility, will be highlighted using a hypothetical example. In practice, however, all steps in the framework would apply to the credibility assessment of a model.
Hypothetical example
A small molecule drug is in clinical development for the treatment of a chronic, non-life-threatening symptomatic condition that affects people of all ages. Planned clinical studies include assessment of PK and long-term safety and efficacy in adults, adolescents, and children. The drug is primarily eliminated by cytochrome P450 (CYP) 3A4 and has a broad therapeutic window. Clinical drug-drug interaction (DDI) studies in adults demonstrate that drug PK are affected by strong CYP3A4 modulators such that patients require altered dosing. The PBPK model will be developed, refined, and modified throughout the clinical development program to predict (i) PK changes that result from DDIs with CYP3A4 modulators and (ii) PK profiles in children (6-11 years of age) and adolescent (12-17 years of age) patients. As the drug model will serve multiple purposes, there are two questions of interest, each with a different COU.
Concepts 1 and 2: Defining the question of interest and context of use (COU)
To begin, the COUs are defined for each question of interest to outline how the model will be used to inform the question. Question of interest 1: How should the investigational drug be dosed when coadministered with CYP3A4 modulators?
COU 1: The PBPK model will be used to predict the effects of weak and moderate CYP3A4 inhibitors and inducers on the PK of the investigational drug in adult patients. Simulated peak plasma concentration (C max ) and area under the plasma concentration-time curve (AUC) ratios of the investigational drug after a single dose and at steady state will be used to provide dosing recommendations for adults in labeling without the need for additional clinical DDI studies.
Question of interest 2: What is the optimal labeled dose for pediatric patients? COU 2: Relevant physiological parameters will be changed in the adult PBPK model to predict plasma concentration-time course and exposure metrics in adolescents and children. Predictions at steady state will be used to inform the starting dose for pediatric patients in a clinical trial assessing the PK, efficacy, and safety of the investigational drug. The results of the trial will determine the final labeled dose.
Concept 3: Assessing model risk
Model risk is assessed for each COU. This evaluation considers both the model influence and decision consequence, both of which can be characterized according to a graded scale from low to high risk, defined by the specific purpose of the model. Figure 1 Overview of the ASME V&V 40 risk-informed credibility assessment framework. Modified from ASME V&V 40-2018, by permission of the ASME. 13 All rights reserved. ASME, American Society of Mechanical Engineers; COU, context of use; V&V, verification and validation. Based on this classification, the model in COU 1 has high influence as the PBPK analyses are used in lieu of conducting clinical DDI studies with weak and moderate CYP3A4 modulators. Dedicated clinical studies in healthy volunteers are used to support dosing with strong CYP3A4 modulators. The model in COU 2 has low influence with respect to the totality of evidence. The PK, safety, and efficacy results from the clinical trial are used to determine final labeled dose; PBPK analyses are used to select the starting dose for pediatric patients in the trial.
Question of interest

Assess
Decision consequence. Decision consequence describes the significance of an incorrect decision based on all available evidence. Adverse outcomes resulting from wrong decisions, for example, could include (but may not be limited to) risk of therapeutic failure or risk to patient safety. The significance can be driven by the number of patients likely to be impacted by the wrong decision, the severity of the potential harm, and/or the likelihood of occurrence.
Varying degrees of decision consequence are reflected in the proposed assessment scale: In both questions of interest, the decisions relate to the final labeled dose of the drug, thus making an incorrect decision has the potential to result in adverse outcomes in the general patient population postapproval. The likelihood that a wrong decision will lead to an unwanted safety or efficacy outcome may be justified by relevant clinical evidence.
According to the proposed scale, the decision consequence in COU 1 is medium. Although use of CYP3A4 modulators is common in this population, suboptimal dosing of the investigational drug upon comedication is unlikely to result in severe patient harm based on clinical DDI studies with strong CYP3A4 modulators. The anticipated exposure changes with a moderate inhibitor (or inducer) should be less than that from a strong inhibitor (or inducer). The recommended dosage adjustment for a moderate inhibitor (inducer) can be capped by the dosage adjustment recommended for a strong inhibitor (or inducer). In addition, the labeled dosage adjustment is always considered as a recommended starting dose in patients receiving these comedications. The dose may be adjusted by physicians based on individual patient responses (i.e., efficacy and safety outcomes).
In COU 2, the decision consequence is low. A suboptimal labeled dose for pediatric patients is very unlikely to result in patient harm because the model recommended dose will be assessed in pediatric clinical trials. Clinical data will be generated to support that labeled dose is safe and effective in pediatric patients.
Model risk. With model influence and decision consequence characterized, model risk can be determined. Model influence and decision consequence ratings are mapped to a matrix to assess the model risk for each COU (Figure 2) .
Model influence is plotted along the x-axis and decision consequence on the y-axis of the matrix, where an increase in either independent factor leads to an increase in model risk. Accordingly, as the PBPK model in COU 1 has high model influence and medium decision consequence, the model risk level is high (level 4). In COU 2, model influence and decision consequence are both low, resulting in low model risk (level 1).
A comparison of COUs and model risk assessments is provided in Table 3 .
Concept 4: Establishing credibility
The model risk levels can then be used to select V&V activities and define outcomes that will provide evidence to demonstrate credibility for a COU. The V&V activities proposed should be described according to the model's COU. Potential activities can be graded on a scale from least to most rigorous to align with level of credibility needed. More rigorous activities may be selected for models that have Some examples of how to map model risk to credibility goals for a specific COU has been provided in medical device applications. [13] [14] [15] This process requires a team of experts to decide on the appropriate level of rigor and involvement for each V&V activity. To demonstrate the concept at a high level in drug development, some credibility goals and activities of varying rigor are described. Examples from verification, validation, and applicability are presented. Note that simply stated, as described in the ASME standard 13 , verification is the process of demonstrating that the equations are solved correctly in a mathematical sense, validation is the process of demonstrating that the correct equations (for the question of interest) are being solved, and applicability is the process of demonstrating that the validation efforts are relevant to the COU.
Although some verification, validation, and applicability steps presented in the ASME standard 13 are not discussed herein, in practice, a complete assessment would address all credibility factors.
Verification. Verification is the first step in establishing the credibility of a model; it ensures the accuracy and reliability of the underlying mathematical code and calculations. PBPK models are developed using ready-made software platforms or user-developed software. Software platforms may provide predefined mathematical representations of tissues and organs and be linked to databases with physiological data or compound files. For all software, code and numerical solutions should be evaluated for error and algorithms should be checked for correct implementation and function.
Additional verification steps may be warranted depending on whether the user or software vendor performed verification and the level of credibility evidence needed. A vendor typically verifies a software platform for a variety of purposes. However, it is the responsibility of the user to ensure software is sufficiently verified for the intended use. For example, if the model incorporated many stochastic differential equations, a user may check that verification included assessing the stability in the numerical integration. If user-developed software is employed, then it is the user's responsibility to perform verification.
Example: Code verification-software quality assurance.
The model is developed using a commercially available PBPK platform. For both COUs, the user confirmed that sufficient software quality assurance (SQA) was performed by the software vendor. The user repeated simulations with test cases provided by the vendor to confirm the results are reproducible on the user's computer. In addition, based on the high level of model risk for COU 1, the potential impact of unresolved software anomalies on the COU was understood by the user. If user-developed code was used in this example, then the user would conduct SQA and specify his or her procedures as appropriate in each COU.
Validation. Following verification of the code and calculations, validation of the model is performed. The purpose of validation is to determine the accuracy of the model to predict observed data and assess the correctness of model assumptions. Validation activities include assessment of the model form. For PBPK models, this relates to evaluating the underlying assumptions in the model structure, including mechanistic equations, and their relevance to the COU. For example, key PBPK model structure uncertainties may be explored through testing of alternative mechanistic equations.
Other validation activities include assessment of model input; this is subdivided into quantification of sensitivities What is the optimal labeled dose for pediatric patients?
Context of use -Simulation to predict effects of weak and moderate CYP3A4 modulators on investigational drug PK -Predictions will be used for dosing recommendations in label -No DDI studies proposed with weak and moderate CYP3A4 modulators; have clinical data with strong CYP3A4 modulators -Simulation to predict investigational drug PK in children and adolescents -Prediction will be used to inform starting dose for clinical trial -Final labeled dose will be based on clinical trial data in pediatric patients
Model risk High Low
Model and uncertainties. In PBPK models, model input relates to physiological system-dependent and drug-dependent parameters. For example, uncertainties in key PBPK model inputs may be explored through the testing of in vitro in vivo correlation of drug-dependent parameters. However, as with verification activities, the description of validation activities should be tailored by the COU, and the rigor of the activities selected should be driven by the overall model risk to ensure applicability and sufficient credibility.
Example: Model input validation-quantification of sensitivities. For both COUs, local (i.e., one at a time) and multivariate global sensitivity analyses are performed for uncertain system-dependent and drug-dependent parameters. Considering the high risk for COU 1, additional sensitivity analyses are conducted to characterize the parameters (and underlying processes) that contribute the most to the variability of the model output. During validation, model predictions are compared with observed data. The ASME standard 13 describes the data that are used for comparison to the simulations as the "comparator." In drug development, comparators can be data from clinical trials. Comparator assessments are divided into the credibility factors: test samples and test conditions ( Table 2) . In PBPK models, this could relate to clinical trial subjects and clinical trial scenarios. For example, predicted PBPK data and observed clinical data may be compared for various subject populations (e.g., healthy volunteers, patients, or special populations) and clinical conditions (e.g., different doses, dosing frequencies, or routes of administration). The selection of relevant comparators should be guided by the COU and the availability of data. Various types of credibility evidence may be considered when data may be limited (e.g., clinical trial not feasible). For example, depending on the COU, clinical data from another disease or another population may be used as comparators to build credibility. The number and range of comparators may be chosen to balance model risk. Further discussion on the selection of credibility evidence for validation is provided by Pathmanathan and Gray. 16 Example: Validation with comparator-test samples/ conditions. For both COUs, the adult PBPK model predictions are compared with clinical PK studies evaluating the investigational drug at different doses in healthy volunteers. For COU 1, clinical DDI studies of the investigational drug with strong CYP3A4 modulators serve as comparators. The effects of weak and moderate modulators are validated by comparing model predictions to historical data from DDI studies with other CY3A4 substrates. In COU 2, the adult model is modified with relevant changes in physiological parameters (such as CYP3A enzyme ontogeny, tissue/organ composition, and blood flow rate) to predict the starting dose for the pediatric trial. The changes in relevant physiological parameters are validated with other drugs metabolized by the same pathway (i.e., CYP3A), comparing model predictions to observed clinical PK data in similar aged populations.
Once validation activities are completed, the degree to which the predictions match the observed can be assessed.
For model validation, key activities include assessing the rigor of the comparison method, agreement of the predicted and observed data, and relevance of the validation activities to the COU.
Example: Validation assessment-rigor of output comparison. As the model risk in COU 2 is low, a visual comparison of the steady-state plasma concentrationtime profiles for the predicted and observed pediatric PK is sufficient. The model risk for COU 1 is high, thus a more rigorous comparison is performed. Simulations at steady state and after single-dose administration are compared with observed. The predicted and observed mean plasma concentration-time profiles for patients are overlaid on log and linear scales to ensure the model accurately describes baseline PK profiles. Also, the AUC and C max ratios are compared between the predicted and observed data. A twofold difference between the predicted and observed C max is considered an acceptable range of error as the model reproduces the overall plasma concentration-time profiles at various doses and accurately predicts the AUC and C max ratio (i.e., within 25%) in the clinical DDI trial with strong CYP3A4 modulators. Stringent acceptance criteria were applied to the AUC and C max ratio as these were considered the most relevant PK parameters for providing dosing recommendations.
Applicability. Model credibility increases when there is increased overlap between the validation activities and the COU. However, in drug development, there will be differences between how the model is validated and how the model will be used. For example, comparator studies used for validation may not exactly match the conditions of a simulation. Thus, the relevance of the proposed validation activities to the COU should be evaluated and justified. Lack of relevance to the COU can diminish potential credibility gained through validation activities. An example of how applicability can be assessed has been presented for medical device applications. 17 Example: Relevance of the validation activities to the COU. For both COUs, the selection of validation activities, including comparators (described in the "Example: Validation with Comparator-Test Samples/Conditions" section) is based on the purpose of the model and the availability of clinical data. Comparing PBPK model predictions to clinical PK data where the investigational drug was evaluated at different doses in healthy volunteers is relevant to both COUs as the data set validates the base model. In COU 1, clinical studies of the investigational drug with a strong CYP3A4 inducer and inhibitor are relevant comparators as these data will validate the contribution of the CYP3A pathway and likely represent the worst case DDI scenario. In addition, clinical studies of sensitive CYP3A substrates with weak and moderate modulators provide relevant comparators to validate the clinical DDI potential of these modulators on the CYP3A pathway. For COU 2, clinical studies of other drugs metabolized by CYP3A4 in a pediatric population are relevant comparators to validate physiological parameters for this pathway in similar-aged subjects.
Concept 5: Assessing credibility
The remaining steps of the framework include defining an appropriate plan for V&V activities and acceptable results for each credibility factor (e.g., acceptable range of fold error between the predicted and observed, level of acceptable uncertainty). Upon execution of the plan, the completed activities and outcomes are reviewed. If both are considered sufficient and acceptable for establishing model credibility based on the COU, model risk, and credibility goals, the results can be documented and used to demonstrate evidence of credibility. If not, the model itself or the COU may be modified, additional V&V activities can be conducted, or model influence can be reduced. For example, if the acceptance criteria prespecified as part of the credibility goals are not met, the model can be refined and validation repeated. This is consistent with the "learn-confirm paradigm." 18 Although this paradigm is germane to the process of establishing and assessing credibility, the framework does not describe model building and refinement and instead focuses on regulatory applications. Further explanation and examples of credibility assessment are provided by Morrison et al. 14 and the ASME standard. 13 
IMPACT
In the current regulatory landscape for long-standing MIDD approaches, credibility assessments are specific to each modeling and simulation approach. 7, 8 Adoption of such a framework may shift the community toward a uniform approach for future assessments in drug development, irrespective of the modeling and simulation method used or the intended application (e.g., optimize dosing, inform risk/benefit, or trial design, etc.). In doing so, this would standardize what constitutes a credible model and provide a common language to describe risk-informed credibility assessments across modeling and simulation approaches. This may also help to enable more consistent regulatory decision making, minimize the risk of erroneous decisions in the acceptance of modeling and simulation to inform drug labels, and help to align regulator and sponsor expectations.
The use of this framework may facilitate alignment by providing a starting point for high-level discussions regarding the model and how it may be used to address a question of regulatory interest. For example, discussions with regulators on the COU, model risk, and appropriateness and acceptability of the V&V plan may be of value during drug development. A potential mechanism for these discussions is the MIDD pilot program, where early engagement aims to help accelerate drug development through discussion of modeling and simulation strategies, with the potential to reduce late-stage drug development failures. 19 Consideration of this framework also invites discussion of potential changes to regulatory documentation including knowledge management of a model throughout a regulatory lifecycle where the knowledge, COU, and software versions among other things are potentially evolving.
CHALLENGES
There is a simultaneous desire for granularity and flexibility when it comes to the regulatory assessment of computational models. This commonly encountered viewpoint presents regulators with a challenge to provide recommendations for assessment of model credibility in MIDD. Although the framework offers a potential solution, providing discretized, tailorable steps to establish and justify model credibility, alternative approaches may be debated.
Other hurdles may present themselves in accepting this framework or an alternative overarching approach. For example, it may be challenging to relate the terminology used herein to those currently used by the PBPK and broader MIDD community. Various terminology has been used to describe model credibility and V&V activities across MIDD approaches, including PBPK and quantitative systems pharmacology. 20 To add complexity, there is also mismatch in terms and definitions used between the computational science and MIDD communities (including "qualification," "validation," and "verification"). 21 Regardless of the vocabulary used across the MIDD community currently, if the goal is to assure a common starting point for dialogue on the evidentiary standards needed for acceptance of a model for a given regulatory purpose, then the terminology used for model credibility assessments needs to be standardized.
Another challenge is shifting the mind-set of how regulators and sponsors currently assess models. The use of the ASME framework would necessitate understanding novel (although we would argue intuitive) concepts, including that model risk drives the selection of V&V activities and that model credibility can increase when V&V activities are rigorous and applicable to the intended use. To adopt this framework and mind-set shift, potential users must move past concerns that different people may arrive at different conclusions regarding assessment of model risk and credibility and selection of V&V activities. These concerns exist even without the framework. The adoption of this framework, we believe, could provide greater transparency and thus enable drug developers and regulators to deliberate and align (even if through iteration) on what V&V activities would be needed for a given COU. In essence, this framework then could derisk the use of MIDD across the continuum of drug discovery, development, and regulatory evaluation.
RECOMMENDATIONS
In the short term, we recommend public discussion on the potential use of the framework using PBPK modeling and simulation as a strawman. This can be accomplished through workshops that include multiple stakeholders. In addition, the potential utility and challenges of using this framework or where and how the framework could be adapted to better serve in regulatory decision making for drug development can be opined on in peer-reviewed literature. Alternative, but overarching, frameworks can also be proposed.
In the long term we see value in internal harmonization (e.g., across all US Food and Drug Administration centers) on the assessments of model credibility, regardless of whether an alternative framework is ultimately adopted. Beyond this, we advocate for harmonization across regulatory agencies in the future.
